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Caliber Comics, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 254 x 178 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In 1920s Boston, famed
Harvard archaeologist and adventurer Clifton Jennings has a
secret sideline as a hunter of the supernatural and protector
against unearthly threats. In The Flowers of San Pedro, when a
fellow Secret Society member and colleague goes missing in
Arizona, Jennings and his unlikely partner, Ace Mifflin, private
eye, head out to find what became of him. With flapper
Veronica Stone and botanist G.E. McMullin joining them, they
soon encounter hostility from the locals and an apparent
connection between the colleague s disappearance and the
flowers that McMullin has been studying. What exactly are their
strange powers, and are they worth killing for? In our second
story, A Stranger in Bryn Mawr, while Jennings and Ace Mifflin
settle their differences in a heated baseball game, young
genius Nora Carlisle uncovers a mystery of her own at college.
A rash of thefts and a mysterious figure go from merely
baffling to outright dangerous. Why is Nora s friend Amy in the
middle of it all? Chronicles, Volume Two continues the exploits
of Jennings and Ace...
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A whole new e book with a brand new standpoint. I have read through and i also am certain that i am going to
planning to read again yet again later on. I found out this book from my i and dad advised this pdf to learn.
-- Audr ey Lowe I-- Audr ey Lowe I

It is fantastic and great. It is really simplified but unexpected situations from the 50 % in the ebook. I discovered this
ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to learn.
-- Dr . Luna  Skiles-- Dr . Luna  Skiles
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